
Music, Speech and Emotion
ModuleVI.



Speech Prosody and  
Musical Intervals 

Lesson 1.



Lesson 1. Introduction to 
Emotion



A standard description of emotional states



Determining speech prosody



Speech prosody in different languages



Comparison of interval size in the speech and music of  
tone and non-tone language cultures



Introduction to Emotion
Lesson 2.



Faces



A standard description of emotion



Emotions Elicited by Major  
versus Minor Scales

Lesson 3.



The differences between major and minor scales
[Demonstration of major and minor etc.]



An Empirical Analysis of Major  
and Minor Music

Lesson 4.



Classical and folk Melodies Using Major vs. Minor 
Scales



Comparison of Major and Minor Music 
with Speech in Different Emotional States

Lesson 5.



Speech uttered in different emotional states

*Note that there are no musical intervals as such in speech





Expression of Emotion in Eastern 
and Western Music

Lesson 6.



Similarity of Classical Eastern and Western Scales



Similarity of Eastern ragas and Western Modes



Demonstration of Carnatic singing



The Main Points 
• Speech prosody is the analog of changes in musical 
intervals in a melody 

• Tone language cultures use larger intervals in both 
speech and music 

• Excited and subdued emotions in music and 
speech is conveyed by modulated the size of the 
intervals used, explaining major vs. minor music 

• This tendency is evident in both classical Eastern 
and Western music



Summing up: 
• Musical tonality and its attraction can be largely 

explained by biological importance of recognizing 
conspecific vocalization 

• The phenomena that can be rationalized on this basis are 
octave similarity, many aspects of scales, the genesis of 
emotion elected by music and similarities and differences 
in music across cultures 

• Any animal that vocalizes harmonically could in principle 
appreciate music but are unlikely to go very far in this 
direction because the limited social interactions 
compared to humans


